Jingle Bells #1

*CHORUS:
Jerry Brown, Jerry Brown
Keep it in the ground
Think about our planet earth and please don't let us down
X2

Putting on a show
From Chico to the Bay
Selling us your cap and trade
Like we were born today
Telling us it’s good
A progressive stand to have
But permitting carbon trading
Won’t allow clean air to last

*CHORUS

Meanwhile farther south
Fires are raging wild
People are evacuated, women, men and child
I really hate to think
The chaos there would be
If fires reached refineries, the damage there would be

*CHORUS

You say you are the best Climate hero there could be
But you seem to look at dollar signs
And not at families
Why don't you tell the truth About how you are a fraud
Saying that you love the Earth
While giving big oil a nod

*CHORUS x2